Achieving High Standards

Bounce to Your Future Career

CHENNAI BOUNCE

Chennai Vellore Coimbatore

Education Training Placement

Launching of Coaching Classes for Medical & Engineering Entrance Examinations
MEDICAL COURSES
NEET | JIPMER | AIIMS

ENGINEERING COURSES
VIT EEE | SRM EEE | AEEE | IIT-JEE (MAIN)
IIT-JEE (ADVANCED)

SUBJECTS COVERED
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
MATHEMATICS

ADDITIONAL SKILL CLASSES
APTITUDE & REASONING
ENGLISH COMMUNICATION
MOTIVATION CLASSES

ELIGIBILITY
11th & 12th STD

STUDENTS’ BENEFITS
Tablet Facility
Subjectwise Materials
Interactive Sessions
Daily Mock Practice
Motivation Classes
Multimedia Visualization
11th - 2 Years Duration
12th - 1 Year Duration

FACULTY
EXPERIENCED STAFF
GUEST LECTURES BY DEANS & DOCTORS
DIGITAL CLASS ROOM
DERIVATIVE EXPLANATION

SOFTWARE BENEFITS
DEDICATED ANDROID APPLICATION
APPS SUPPORT FOR MATERIAL, MOCK TEST & TIMETABLE
INTERNET FACILITY
PARENT NOTIFICATION THROUGH SMS OR E-MAIL***